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By: Paromita Biswas and Andrea Leonard
Abstract
The success of the semantic web depends on widespread participation by cultural heritage institutions and other 
organizations in making connections between open, structured datasets. Large university libraries are beginning 
to make such connections. It is time for mid-size and smaller libraries to take the leap and establish themselves as 
playing a part in this web of data. In particular, digital collections of many of these libraries represent significant 
regional or local history collections; metadata of these collections exposed as linked data can bring visibility for 
these unique resources. But do these libraries have the resources to create semantic data? What kinds of resources 
and technical support do these libraries need? How much and what kind of training do their staff need for linked 
data projects? This presentation focuses on a collaborative linked data project between two mid-sized academic 
libraries--Western Carolina University and Appalachian State University. The libraries are members of the 
Western North Carolina Library Network and share a common catalog. Both libraries have significant special 
collections on Appalachian culture and history. Their project aims to expose a slice of their digital collections on 
Appalachia as linked data and build connections to related datasets on the web thereby exploring the possibilities 
of the semantic web. The project also serves as the testing bed for future such collaborative work, possibly on a 
larger scale. The presentation will highlight the successes and challenges faced by the presenters as they delved 
into this project. For example, what resources and training did they need? How successful were they in in 
manipulating digital collections metadata in OpenRefine; navigating the intricacies of various data models such as 
those from Europeana and DPLA; sorting through the multitude of controlled vocabularies that are available as 
linked data on the web and selecting the best possible options? How difficult or easy was it to figure out linked 
data jargon, such as dereferenceable URIs and RDF skeletons? What kind of technical support was needed for 
setting up triples stores and querying linked data via SPARQL endpoints? The presenters hope this presentation 
will be a useful learning experience for those who are thinking of venturing into creating access for their special 
collections using linked data tools particularly for those from mid-size to small libraries.
Paromita Biswas (WCU) and Andrea Leonard (ASU). 2018. "Digging into linked data: perspectives from the long 
tail"; Presentation at the 2018 Texas Conference on Digital Libraries. NC Docks permission to re-print granted by 
authors.
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Hunter Library, WCU
Belk Library & Information 
Commons, ASU
Choosing the dataset: WCU
No. of items
Oldest and most extensive collection
on Appalachian culture and heritage
Number of items for project: 25
Choosing the dataset: ASU
Number of items for project: 20
Quilts found in:
○ University Library Art Collection
○ ASU Historical Photos
○ Kirby and Eller Family Letters
Learning Curve: Concepts
Data Models/Mapping
Europeana Data Model: ProvidedCHO (core class) and its properties 
(EDM provides the option to map to Dublin Core terms)
Resource Description Framework (RDF)
Data in triple statements
Literals and URIs
5 star data
Dereferenceable URIs/Reuse URIs
RDF Serialization: Turtle-Terse RDF Triple Language
Easily readable and could be manually written
See:
*Silvia B. Southwick, A Guide for Transforming Digital Collections Metadata
into Linked Data, Journal of Library Metadata (2015)
*Heath and Bizer, How to Publish Linked Data on the Web
*Sauermann et al. Cool URIs for the Semantic Web (2006)
Mapping
Learning Curve: Tools
Getting the data ready; uploading to OpenRefine
Adding the RDF extension and reconciliation services
Reconciling controlled vocabularies with established URIs
(LCNAF/LCSH/VIAF/Getty/DBPedia/Wikidata)
See:
*Verborgh and De Wilde’s Using OpenRefine (2013)
*Hooland and Verborgh, Linked Data for Libraries, Archives and
Museums (2014)
Edit RDF Skeleton (RDF Schema Alignment) 
creating the URI for the ProvidedCHO: 
<Namespace><class of thing described>/<local unique ID>
Inventory no./Omeka no.
Triple stores and SPARQL
Apache J ena Fuseki/practice querying
Apache Marmotta/visualization
Querying RDF/linked data with SPARQL
*Certificate in XML and RDF-Based Systems (Library J uice Academy)
Tools--RDF Skeleton
RDF Preview (Skeleton)
Fuseki
Querying the data
Graphs/Relationships
https://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
Current Project Status
Data Views 
generated by 
Apache Marmotta
Graphical representation of data:
● Graph of the “graphs”
● Types of classes
“Contexts” (“graphs” in SPARQL):
The triple containers with their own 
URI

Hope versus reality:
Will we be able do with this with Apache Marmotta…?
Manual visualization via Darrin J. Ward’s Mapping Tool 
https://www.darrinward.com/lat-long/
Challenges Overall
Time gaps & work loads
Learning curves & training
Metadata cleanup
Moving landscapes
Institutional growth angst
Challenges with systems
Benefits 
Theoretical to practical
Open source technologies
Collaboration and connections 
Groundwork for future projects
Next Step(s)
PHASE TWO
Thank you!
Tom Bennett, Operations & Systems Analyst: Apache Marmotta setup
Scott Goldstein, Web Librarian: giving SPARQL queries for visualization a try
